
APPLE TREE COMMUNITY

A VESSEL of APPLES



Apple Tree Community

During the 2021 growing and harvest season, Bryan Goldfeder of BGOLD Glass
created Art and connections around the abundant Boulder fruit trees. Bryan was a
participant in a cohort bringing Boulder artists together with scientists from the Uni-
versity of Colorado to advance projects at the nexus of art, science, and community. The 
“Guideline Principles” (fig. 1) are a structure of collaboration used during this project.

The core players on this project included: The Boulder Apple Tree Project (BATP), a uni-
versity-based research team focused on genetically mapping Boulder’s uniquely abun-
dant varieties of heirloom or heritage apple cultivars and giving voice to the many peo-
ple and stories associated with the historic trees; The Boulder Museum of Contemporary 
Art (BMoCA), who brought in Artist Sam Van Aken to help create 6 multi-grafted trees 
highlighting Boulder’s heirloom apple varieties for 2023 exhibit about local agriculture; 
and BGOLD Glass, which has focused largely on gathering apples and people around 
the story, process, and sweet flavors of this resource. The east Boulder glass studio served 
as a gathering center for many groups to experience this abundant harvest season with 
hands-on apple pressing, sipping, and learning.

The apple harvest is a vessel for many 
deep connections and collaborations. 
The following pages highlight some 
of these sweet moments and the 
communities that blossomed around 
them during this season. When we 
look closely at the apple tree, we can 
see the diverse symbiotic relation-
ships of the birds, bugs, bacteria, and 
beyond. We too are all related to each 
other, the earth, and its cycles in a 
similar way.
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Boulder Apple Tree Project
Students gathering data in the field for the Students gathering data in the field for the 
BATP. During the annual "Apple Blitz," which BATP. During the annual "Apple Blitz," which 
took place on September 25th, 2021, 11 teams took place on September 25th, 2021, 11 teams 
of students and researchers visited over 57      of students and researchers visited over 57      
locations to gather data on the trees all around locations to gather data on the trees all around 
Boulder County.Boulder County.



On September 26th, 2021, students from the BATP lab EBIO 1250 
came to BGOLD Glass to process and press apples from some 
of the historic trees they've been researching. As they study the 
ecosytem around apple trees, this was an opportunity to zoom out 
and see ourselves as part of the earth and ecosystem too.

Zack Goldberg, geography doctoral 
student at Penn State, is extensively 
researching the apple tree industry in 
Morocco. He came out this harvest 
season to join in our apple escapades 
and is pictured here in a BATP's tagged 
tree #114, genetically confirmed as an 
"heirloom" Red Delicious. 



While teaching a glass class at the School 
of Mines on October 25th, 2021, we 
learned about the apple project and 
brought together themes of art and science 
collaboration while creating a large glass 
apple. Glass blowing, like apple processing, 
takes a team and community working 
together to make it happen.

School of Mines



Grafting trees is one of the oldest forms of agricultural technology, and is 
now being used to address climate change-induced growing challenges, 
including pest and disease issues, water needs, and crop resilience. 

This glass apple was created with our Artist Scientist team using the 
creativity and tools on hand. Just as glass and apple cultivation have 
grown through innovative approaches, these students are studying 
technologies to help heal our ecosystems through creative innovation.



This glass class full of material scientists and engineers jumped 
into the grafting metaphor from a unique angle. Much of the 
technology they are researching and designing is “grafted” from 
past inventions and principles of physics onto new technologies to 
create solutions to current issues.



Boulder Fermentation 
Supply: Vision Quest

A community resource for learning about and creating 
many different types of fermented food and drinks, Boulder 
Fermentation Supply in East Boulder rents out a produc-
tion-scale apple grinder and press for people to come process 
the harvest. Community apple pressing is a longstanding 
tradition that continues to bring people together in Boulder. 



The October 7th 
pressing of around 
1200 lbs of Boul-
der’s urban ap-
ples produced 63 
gallons of cider, 
enough to fill a 
53-gallon oak bar-
rel for fermenting, 
plus some extra 
sweet apple juice to 
sip and share fresh. 

Traditionally, the word 
“cider” implies a fermented 
alcoholic beverage, but in 
today’s colloquial English 
it can also be used to refer 
to fresh, unfermented juice. 
Cider is often aged in oak 
barrels and ferments to 
6-8% alcohol with most ap-
ple varieties, which allows 
this beverage to be shelf 
stable for years. 

Left: BGOLDglass intern Leo Left: BGOLDglass intern Leo 
Xu Chenyang, from a CU class Xu Chenyang, from a CU class 
bringing together Art and engi-bringing together Art and engi-
neering, throws washed apples neering, throws washed apples 
into the grinder before moving into the grinder before moving 
the “pomace” (crushed apples) the “pomace” (crushed apples) 
into the press.into the press.



Glass is an important example “grafting” 
materials and technology. In the studio, we 
make vessels in a very similar fashion to the 
method that has been used to create glass for 
centuries, with some newly engineered tools 
and technology. Glass itself is the tool that 
much of our current technology is built on, 
including things like fiber optic cables, circut 
boards, and solar panels.

Gathering is the process of putting glass from the fur-
nace onto the pipe. Here we smooth in the first gather.



Melting colored glass chunks called 
“frit” onto the glass that is to be-
come an apple. Different glass colors 
are made from adding metal oxides. 
Many of the colors we use today are 
made in Europe, which is also the 
origin of most of the heirloom apple 
varities currently in America.

An approach called 
"feathering" creates depth 
in the color design.



Below: Student uses a 
wood block to shape 
the gather into a work-
able form. These blocks 
are made of fruit wood, 
often apple or cherry, 
because it is strong and 
abundant after pruning 
the local orchards.

Student adding air to enlarge 
the glass apple. Apples and 
all trees need our air, and we 
need theirs...

Feathered beings are an essential Feathered beings are an essential 
part of the apple tree community part of the apple tree community 
too, creating depth of biodiversity.too, creating depth of biodiversity.





Sukkot celebration

Left: The festival of Sukkot, a Jewish Harvest Festival, is eight days of ritual, celebration, 
and gathering around the harvest. This Sukkah, a traditional harvest hut, is decorated 
with fruits of the abundant harvest and serves as a space for festive meals and apple 
pressing like this one outside BGOLDglass. Adherents who are connected to agriculture 
may also use the Sukkah for processing parties, singing, and the annual prayer for rain.



Members of the Boulder Jewish Community 
Center (JCC) gather for Sukkot, the Jewish 
harvest festival, at the site where Artist Sam 
Van Aken and BMoCa planted one of the 6 
trees that will be grafted to create a “Boulder 
Heritage” Apple Tree.

Sam Van Aken is a world renowned art-
ist working deeply with fruit trees. He has 
received much acclaim for his “Tree of 40 
Fruits,” in which he grafted many different 
types of stone fruit onto one root system. 
Apples are not “true to seed,” meaning that in 
order to grow a particular variety of apple one 
must graft by cutting a twig, or “scion” from 
the choice tree and attach it to a root or “root 
stock” to grow that type of fruit.

With the help of BMoCa, BATP, and 6 loca-
tions around the county, Boulder’s “historic 
apple trees” will continue many of these heir-
loom varieties into the future.

The JCC’s Teen Farm Cohort came 
to the Arbor Institute during the 
exhibit to make apple sauce from 
the apples harvested earlier in the 
season. This event coincided with 
Channukah, the Jewish Festival of 
Lights, during which a traditional 
dish of latkes, fried potato pancakes, 
and applesauce are enjoyed.

We can plant the trees, but as an 
artist who melts trash people don’t 
use and harvests apples people don’t 
pick, BGOLD believes it is equally 
important to share the methods and 
excitement to help build a commu-
nity around caring for these trees 
and enjoying their fruits.



Once the color design has 
been set, we add more glass 
from the furnace. 

Once a tree has been estab-
lished, we can graft on more 
scion wood in an approach 
called “top grafting” to bring 
multiple apple varieties onto 
one root stock.

Once a seed is planted, it is 
germinated, inflated with 
life, and with some miracles 
along they way, it grows into 
real live Art.

Working and smoothing the 
final gather using wet 
newspaper.



With focused heating of the area 
closest to the pipe, we create a 
"jack line." This constriction is 
where the piece will break from 
the pipe as we switch axes to work 
the other end of the piece.

Apple wood pad-
dles are used to 
shield from the 
heat and flatten 
the bottom. The 
strong fruit wood 
leaves no oil res-
idue on the glass, 
in contrast with 
some other woods.



We stick the "punty," a solid 
steel rod with a little glass 
on the tip, to the bottom of 
the vessel and cool the jack 
line to create thermal shock 
and break it off.

The pomegranate stick in 
hand is an especially dense 
wood that allows us to knock 
off the glass at specifically 
orchestrated moments. 

APPLE



The troop picked 150 lbs of ap-
ples for our pressing and took 
over 7 gallons of cider home to 
share with friends and family. 

During the event, we learned 
about the BATP from Taylor 
Hartke (right), a research as-
sistant/TA for EBIO1250. We 
explored a metaphor around the 
technique of tree grafting, the 
practice of choosing which types 
of fruits to cultivate, grow, and 
share by asking:

How does this idea of grafting 
play into our lives? What parts of 
ourselves do we choose to bring 
into the group? What fruits do we 
cultivate and share; what is the 
root stock of our lives that cre-
ates the foundation that we come 
from and grow off?

On October 6th, 
2021, Troop 70718 
came to BGOLD 
Glass to learn how 
to press apples.

Girl Scout troop 70718



Community Fruit Rescue organizes neighborhood har-
vests, where trees bearing large amounts of fruit are har-
vested by volunteers, providing fruit to food banks, shel-
ters, and soup kitchens. Even the non-edible grade fruit 
is rescued and donated to animal sanctuaries. 

www.fruitrescue.org

Community Fruit 
Rescue (CFR)



Earth’s Table is an all-volunteer non-profit 
community of concerned citizens work-
ing to eliminate hunger in Boulder County. 
They maintain seven garden sites and donate 
100% of the produce to local food banks for        
distribution to people in need.

www.earths-table.org

Earth’s Table



The "Apple" 
Community" 
Exhibit on display 
at Boulder’s Arbor 
Institute. We 
continued the apple 
escapades here with 
cider sipping, apple 
sauce making, and 
community 
gatherings.



The
  Sharing 
  Apple



                          

Glass apples are meant to be held, used, and elevated. 
The purpose here is to have this fruit help harvest the 
fruit of conversation and connection in an intentional 
group share. 

SHARING APPLESHARING APPLE



How it works

      1. A host or facilitator 
gathers group attention to 
bring people together for a 
group circle share. 

2. Glass apple is held and introduced 
as the talking stick or “sharing apple” 
for the prompt question(s) that ev-
eryone will get to answer when their 
moment to hold the apple comes.
 
Note: This is an opportunity to lis-
ten to each other without ambition, 
kindly encourage embodying this 
active listening practice for when 
others are sharing on the theme to 
release any distracting thoughts.



3. Prompt Question(s): Apple, Blemish, Blossom?  What is an Apple, a sweet 3. Prompt Question(s): Apple, Blemish, Blossom?  What is an Apple, a sweet 
fruit, metaphorically speaking, that has recently been harvested in my life? fruit, metaphorically speaking, that has recently been harvested in my life? 
New job, finished art piece, a good game… What is a  Blemish, an imperfec-New job, finished art piece, a good game… What is a  Blemish, an imperfec-
tion, a tough spot that is appearing in my life? Challenge, friend in need of tion, a tough spot that is appearing in my life? Challenge, friend in need of 
healing, problem… And a Blossom, a budding flower of potential, that has healing, problem… And a Blossom, a budding flower of potential, that has 
the possibilities of bearing fruit in my life? A new goal, a project in the works, the possibilities of bearing fruit in my life? A new goal, a project in the works, 
a new day…  a new day…  

4. Pass Sharing Apple around circle for each person to 
share on this prompt or one of your own.
 
Note: Between shares, the speaker says “Thank you. 
I’ve spoken”, and listeners say “Thank you, I have                       
heard.”  The apple is passed in a circle.



5. Host concludes with gratitude for people’s vulnerability in shar-
ing and ends with a brief metaphor on how we are all fruit in this 
ecosystem of existence, and may we continue to cultivate a healthy, 
symbiotic, forest of life together! 

THANK YOU

I have spoken.



Thank you for reading. Thank you for caring about the 
earth and its living beings, and thank you for sharing 
your fruit with the world.

Please consider purchasing a Sharing Apple. 50% of 
proceeds goes directly to these organizations caring for 
the earth and people, and the other half helps BGOLD-
glass continue making big Art by paying fair wages and     
practicing sustainable creation.

BeWell.
BGOLD



Special thanks to: 
Omer Davidian - photographer during Mines session
Rafi McPhee- Apprentice
Leo - CU intern during the harvest season
University of Colorado: Office of Outreach
Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art
Boulder Apple Tree Project
Boulder Office of Arts and Culture
The Earth, the trees, and the caregivers.
The Arbor Institute under Sam Randall’s Creative vision.
Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado, especially Abby Hanson.
Students from Mines, and all the other participants throughout the project.

Artist and Apprentice Rafi McPhee reclines at the Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado exhibit at the his-
toric Dos Chappell Bathhouse of Denver’s Washington Park after helping to move and install the apples. 



BGOLD gathers and reclaims an abundance of BGOLD gathers and reclaims an abundance of 
trash glass and remelts it into functional and trash glass and remelts it into functional and 
meaningful art. As an art activist and educa-meaningful art. As an art activist and educa-
tor, BGOLD has been teaching and creating tor, BGOLD has been teaching and creating 
around sustainability, building resilient com-around sustainability, building resilient com-
munity, and picking apples in Boulder since munity, and picking apples in Boulder since 
2015. 2015. 
www.bgoldglass.comwww.bgoldglass.com



Epilogue

This project was harvested during the Shmita year, the Jewish Sab-
batical, which comes every seven years and dates back millennia. 
Its radical practice brings deep challenges to our current society, yet 
the practice and renewal of the Shmita offers a hopeful vision of an 
abundant world.

BGOLD has interpreted and overlaid many of these biblical 
laws around the Jewish year of rest, release, and rewilding from 
an   agrarian earthbased society for his glass “farm” and current 
practice. This year of his Art practice has reflected many of these 
themes. 

Some of the practices that the Shmita year calls for are: letting the 
land lie fallow; not producing for economic gains, only harvesting 
what is needed to survive; loan forgiveness; harvesting and sharing 
food as a community; and opening up private land to the commons. 
Shmita describes a radical departure from the capitalist ethos of 
constant economic growth and offers a more sustainable approach 
based on community, resilience, and fulfilling the people’s needs. 

A society practicing Shmita is dependent on a strong social fabric, 
radical trust, and intentional perennial systems. Embodying  Shmita 
might hold some answers to our current overlapping crises, so let’s 
dig back into indigenous earth wisdom and build a vibrant future.

BeWell.
BGOLD 
12 Av 5782


